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Food systems worldwide are threatened by climate change, as reflected, for example, in the diminished yields of fruits and vegetables and reduced production of global fisheries. This article discusses the threats of climate change on agricultural production and the need for agricultural adaptation. It posits that food insecurity must be considered in terms of climate change and its likely effects on food production. The article argues that agricultural mitigation and adaptation measures should be pursued and communicated through the mechanisms of the Paris Agreement. In the United States, reducing food waste effectuated by the regulation on the culling of unattractive but edible produce represents a modest, yet necessary mitigation and adaptation opportunity.

INTRODUCTION

Climate change threatens to do great harm to global food systems by reducing crop yields, harming fisheries production, reducing available water resources, and increasing extreme weather events. Proposed solutions vary significantly, from greater local control of agriculture and improved diversity of crops to the revision of legal barriers which prevent the transfer of agricultural technology. The Paris Agreement recently recognized the “fundamental priority of safeguarding food security” in the global response to climate change. However, some have argued that the agreement does not sufficiently incentivize “climate
smart agriculture.\(^5\) Needed climate friendly agricultural policies would increase agricultural productivity equitably and sustainably, building agricultural resilience to climate change while also reducing agricultural greenhouse gas emissions.\(^6\)

The United States entered its acceptance to the Paris Agreement on September 3, 2016\(^7\) but, without ratification by Congress, the constitutionality of the acceptance remains complicated.\(^8\) Considering candidate Trump’s statements fiercely criticizing the agreement during the campaign\(^9\) together with the administration’s position of willingness to reconsider after the election,\(^10\) it seemed the position of the new Presidential administration on the agreement was similarly uncertain. But, in early June 2017, President Trump announced an intention to withdraw from the agreement.\(^11\) However, it is clear that the ability of the United States to withdraw from the Paris Agreement is limited and cannot formally occur until after the next presidential election.\(^12\) But politics aside, it remains necessary that the U.S. adapt its agriculture to a warming climate while keeping the “fundamental priority of safeguarding food security” in mind.

This article examines some of the steps that the U.S. can take to safeguard food security, nationally and internationally. Part I lays out the realities of climate change and the international response to it. Part II defines and discusses food insecurity, globally and in the U.S. Part III discusses the threat climate change poses to food systems. Part IV discusses the importance of agricultural adaptation and mitigation, including steps the U.S. has taken and should take. Part V describes the issue of food waste in the U.S. and proposes a regulatory solution to reduce the amount of food wasted due to cosmetic criteria.


\(^7\) Paris Agreement Status of Ratification, UNITED NATIONS FRAMEWORK CONVENTION ON CLIMATE CHANGE, http://unfccc.int/paris_agreement/items/9444.php [https://perma.cc/MTJ6-MZBL].

\(^8\) See, e.g., Daniel Bodansky & Peter Spiro, Executive Agreements+, 49 VAND. J. TRANSNAT’L L. 885 (2016).


I. CLIMATE CHANGE AND THE CONFERENCE OF PARTIES

Global warming has been a major concern for decades and there is strong scientific consensus that further warming will have broad and long-lasting effects. According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) “[a]nthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions have increased . . . and are extremely likely to have been the dominant cause of the observed warming since the mid-20th century.”13 Baseline climate modeling scenarios14 predict a temperature increase of around 4 degrees Celsius (C) above pre-industrial levels.15 Extreme weather events, such as “heat waves, droughts, floods, cyclones, and wildfires” are very likely to increase in both frequency and intensity.16 Rising sea levels are very likely and the acidification of oceans is moderately likely.17 Even if greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions are eliminated or reduced, these negative effects will likely continue.18

Although there was some awareness of the possibility of climate change as early as the late nineteenth century, real scientific concern about the severity and effects of climate change first arose in the 1980s.19 The United Nations (UN) first addressed climate change in 1988, when the General Assembly declared climate change a “common concern of mankind”20 and established the IPCC, the “leading international body for the assessment of climate change.”21 In 1992, The Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro produced the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and the Conference of Parties (COP) system which continues today.22

The most recent Conference of the Parties, COP21, took place in Paris from November 30 to December 11, 2015,23 resulting in the adoption of the Paris Agreement. The agreement, which “aims to strengthen the global response to the threat of climate change,” sets a specific target of halting “the increase in the global average temperature to well below 2 degrees C above pre-industrial levels” with an aspirational goal of “limit[ing] the temperature increase to 1.5 degrees C above pre-industrial levels.”24 In order to reach this target, the agreement incorporates

---

14. “Scenarios without additional efforts to constrain emissions.” Id. at 8.
15. Id. at 9.
16. Id. at 8, 10.
17. Id. at 10.
18. Id. at 16.
20. Id. at 22.
24. Paris Agreement, supra note 4, at art. 2(1)(a).
measures of mitigation and adaptation, including provisions for capacity building, loss reduction, international financing, and technology transfer.

One of the primary mechanisms for achieving the goals of the agreement is the requirement that parties create and submit an “intended nationally determined contribution” (INDC), which communicates that party’s mitigation objectives and planned measures. The UN additionally encouraged parties to communicate adaptation measures in either their INDC or a separate adaptation plan. INDCs are intended to reflect each party’s “highest possible ambition” in pursuing those measures. In order to promote “clarity, transparency, and understanding,” parties are required to share information about their INDCs and submit new INDCs every five years, “with a view to enhancing its level of ambition.”

Among the multiple goals and recognitions of the agreement, food security and hunger are explicitly mentioned twice. The first mention is in the preamble, which states that the parties to the agreement recognize “the fundamental priority of safeguarding food security and ending hunger, and the particular vulnerabilities of food production systems to the adverse impacts of climate change.” The second is in Article 2(1)(b) which declares the fundamental goal of “increasing the ability to adapt to the adverse impacts of climate change and foster climate resilience and low greenhouse gas emissions development, in a manner that does not threaten food production.” This language echoes one of the core objectives of the UNFCCC, to achieve GHG emissions stabilization while also promoting sustainable development, all without threatening food production.

The Paris Agreement’s provisions on food security have met a mixed response. Some
have praised a perceived focus on food security while others have criticized a perceived lack of commitment to food security, the lack of an explicit right to food, and a lack of focus on agriculture—particularly on the distinction between smallholder agriculture and agribusiness.35

Although there are those who feel that the Paris Agreement does not command enough action on food security, the agreement nevertheless contains explicit language recognizing the importance of the issue in the context of climate change. This language is, at the very least, a step in the right direction in light of current food insecurity, in both the developing and developed world, and the threats that climate change poses to global food production. With the Paris Agreement having entered into force on November 4, 2016,36 parties to the agreement should consider food insecurity and the threats of climate change when developing and implementing their INDCs and other national climate change mitigation or adaptation plans.

II. FOOD INSECURITY: GLOBALLY AND IN THE UNITED STATES

Food insecurity is an issue which disproportionately affects the Global South, but developed countries, including the United States, are not free from issues of food insecurity and must also consider the food insecure in their own nations as they confront climate change. According to the definition from the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO), “[f]ood security exists when all people, at all times, have physical and economic access to sufficient safe and nutritious food that meets their dietary needs and food preferences for an active and healthy life.”37 Despite a decrease of 216 million undernourished people since the early 1990s, there remain 795 million people globally who are undernourished, the majority of whom live in Southern Asia, East Asia, and Sub-Saharan Africa.38


To be sure, food insecurity is not as prevalent in the United States as in many parts of the world, but it is not unknown in the country. The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) defines a household as “food secure” if “all household members have access at all times to enough food for an active, healthy, life.” According to the USDA, in 2014, 14 percent of U.S. households “were food insecure at some time during the year.” For households with children, that percentage increases to 19.2 percent, while 9.4 percent of households with children are in a situation in which both adults and children are food insecure. Additionally, 5.6 percent of households (6.9 million households) not only faced food insecurity but “very low food security” in 2014. Both food insecurity and very low food security are usually “recurrent, but not chronic” problems in the United States, with low rates of daily food insecurity and higher rates of food insecurity when measured by month. The percentage of households facing both food insecurity and very low food security increased significantly in 2008 and, although down slightly, has not returned to the lower levels of the mid-1990s. Although a nationwide problem, the effects of food insecurity are not equally distributed among states and regions or between racial groups.

Inadequate food production is not the primary cause of food insecurity. Estimates place current food production at a level high enough to supply sufficient calories to a global population of between 12 and 14 billion. Of the global food insecure, approximately 70 percent “are themselves small farmers or agricultural

41. Id. at 8.
42. Id.
43. “The defining characteristic of ‘very low food security’ is that, at times during the year, the food intake of household members was reduced and their normal eating patterns were disrupted because the household lacked money and other resources for food.” Id. at 5, 8.
44. For instance, daily prevalence of very low food insecurity in December 2014 was “0.7 to 1.1 percent of all households” or “13 to 20 percent of the annual prevalence.” Id. at 11. However, the USDA recognizes that “[t]he omission of homeless families and individuals from these daily statistics biases the statistics downward, and the bias may be substantial relative to the estimates, especially for the most severe conditions.” Id. at 11.
45. “On average, households that were food insecure at some time during the year were food insecure in 7 months during the year” and “[s]imilarly, households with very low food security at some time during the year experienced the associated conditions, on average, in 7 months during the year.” Id. at 11.
46. Id. at 12.
47. As an example, “estimated prevalence rates of very low food security ranged from 2.9 percent in North Dakota to 8.1 percent in Arkansas.” Id. at 18. Although not extreme, regional rates of food insecurity vary from 15.1% in the South, 13.3% in the Northeast, 13.8% in the Midwest, and 13.1% in the West. Id. at 15.
48. The racial disparity in food security is significant, with Black, non-Hispanic households at 26.1% food insecure and Hispanic households at 22.4% food insecure, as compared to White, non-Hispanic households at 10.5%. Id. at 13.
49. U.N. CONFERENCE ON TRADE AND DEV., TRADE AND ENVIRONMENT REVIEW 2013: WAKE UP BEFORE IT IS TOO LATE iii (2013) [hereinafter WAKE UP BEFORE IT IS TOO LATE].
laborers,” making food insecurity and hunger “not phenomena of insufficient physical supply, but results of prevailing poverty, and above all problems of access to food.”

Studies have shown that financial speculation on commodities and the production of ethanol are two of the most significant negative effects on global food prices, leading to calls to better regulate financial markets and reduce reliance on ethanol. Indeed, the spikes in food prices resulting from financial speculation have been linked to global unrest, including worldwide riots in 2008 and the Arab Spring in 2010.

While food insecurity, both globally and in the United States, is not caused by insufficient food production, the threat that climate change poses to food production will still likely affect the food insecure. Poverty and inequitable distribution of food, the underlying causes of food insecurity, will continue to exist in an ever warming world and the negative effects of rising temperatures on global food production will only exacerbate the effects of these economic and social conditions. When rising temperatures cause crop yields to drop, it is likely the already food insecure who will feel the negative effects the most.

III. THE EFFECTS OF CLIMATE ON FOOD PRODUCTION

Further increases in global temperatures will have negative impacts on the global production of food, from agriculture to fisheries, which will increase the burdens on the food insecure. The IPCC recognizes that “[g]lobal temperature increases of [roughly 4 degrees C] or more above late [20th] century levels, combined with increasing food demand, would pose large risks to food security globally.” The negative effects of climate change on global crop yields are projected to increase over the coming century, with relatively minor yield changes over the next decade and extreme yield changes by the end of the century.

An independent report found a likely value of five percent decrease in crop yields per degree C increase in temperature, with a plausible range of three to eight percent decrease per degree C. Crop yields are predicted to decrease primarily as a function of faster crop development and shorter crop duration; impacts to rates of photosynthesis and respiration; reduced water-use efficiency; and direct damage to crops from extreme heat. Some of the more critical commentary on COP21 argues that the agreement will likely not meet its target of
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50. Id.
54. See generally Gonzalez, supra note 52, at 56–60.
55. 2014 SYNTHESIS REPORT, supra note 1, at 13.
56. Id. at 15 (Figure SPM.9(b)).
58. Id. at 1690.
limiting warming to 2 degrees C.\textsuperscript{59} In fact, some commentators claim that the voluntary contributions submitted by the parties to the agreement are likely to still result in temperature increases closer to 3 or 4 degrees C.\textsuperscript{60} If global temperatures increase by 3–4 degrees, a likely 5 percent decrease in crop yield per 1 degree C would translate into a likely decrease in global crop yields of 15–20 percent, with potentially significant variation.\textsuperscript{61}

Estimates for the effects of climate change on crop yields in the U.S. are less dramatic, but reports have nonetheless concluded there will likely be decreases in total crop yields. One study, using an estimated baseline global temperature increase of about 3 degrees C, applied multiple scientific models to estimate the potential impact of climate change on the agricultural output of specific countries and found that the United States, depending on the model used, could potentially experience a decrease in crop yield of either 16.5 percent or 5.9 percent by the 2080s.\textsuperscript{62} Of note, the study also considers the effects of “carbon fertilization,” which is the concept that increased atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO\textsubscript{2}) has a positive effect on photosynthesis and a reduction in the loss of water due to respiration.\textsuperscript{63} Under certain models, carbon fertilization could actually lead to an increase of about 8 increase in total U.S. crop yield by the 2080s.\textsuperscript{64} The extent of the benefits of carbon fertilization, however, are strongly debated in the scientific literature\textsuperscript{65} and, even when accounted for, it is likely that the negative effects of increased global temperatures will outweigh any benefits conferred directly onto plants from increased atmospheric CO\textsubscript{2}.\textsuperscript{66}

As might be expected, climate change impacts on crop yield are likely to affect the different regions of the U.S. in disparate fashion. The Southwestern and Southeastern United States are likely to be the most negatively affected, with or

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{59} Tom Bawden, \textit{COP21: Paris Deal Far Too Weak to Prevent Devastating Climate Change, Academics Warn}, THE INDEP. (Jan. 8, 2016) ("As early as the third page of the draft agreement is the acknowledgement that its CO\textsubscript{2} target won’t keep the global temperature rise below [2°C], the level that was once set as the critical safe limit."); Oliver Milman, \textit{James Hansen, Father of Climate Change Awareness, Calls Paris Talks ‘A Fraud’}, THE GUARDIAN (Dec. 12, 2015) https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2015/dec/12/james-hansen-climate-change-paris-talks-fraud.

\item \textsuperscript{60} “But actually, when you add up all the commitments that the countries are making in terms of their reductions in emissions, then actually it’s far, far above [2°C], nearer 3 or 4 degrees C temperature rise.” \textit{Top Climate Expert Crisis is Worse Than We Think & Scientists are Self-Censoring to Downplay Risk}, DEMOCRACY NOW (Dec. 8, 2015) (statement of Kevin Anderson).

\item \textsuperscript{61} With a plausible range of 3–8 percent decrease in crop yields for every degree C, a rise in global temperatures of 3–4 degrees C could indicate as little as a 9 percent decrease in crop yield or as much as a 32 percent decrease in crop yield globally.

\item \textsuperscript{62} \textsc{William R. Cline}, \textit{Global Warming and Agriculture: Impact Estimates by Country} 35–37, 77 (2007).

\item \textsuperscript{63} \textit{Id.} at 24. These effects are most pronounced for C3 crops such as “rice, wheat, soybeans, fine grains, legumes, and most trees.” \textit{Id.}

\item \textsuperscript{64} \textit{Id.} at 70–71.

\item \textsuperscript{65} Lobell & Gourdji, \textit{supra} note 57, at 1690; Cline, \textit{supra} note 62, at 24–25.

\end{itemize}
without carbon fertilization.\textsuperscript{67} The northern U.S., however, may experience an increase in agricultural productivity, with increased gains if carbon fertilization is taken into account.\textsuperscript{68} The likely effects in California, a state which produces a major percentage of the nation’s fruits and vegetables,\textsuperscript{69} depend greatly on the effects of carbon fertilization.\textsuperscript{70} Because the benefits of carbon fertilization are questionable, it is likely that climate change will ultimately have negative effects on the crop yields of the state. Together with the effects of drought on a heavily irrigation reliant state,\textsuperscript{71} the total effect on crop yields in California may be substantial. The USDA recommends fruits and vegetables constitute half of a healthy diet\textsuperscript{72} and declines in fruit and vegetable production in California, a major grower of both, could have a noticeable effect on the average U.S. diet.

In addition to the significant effects of climate change on crop yields, rising global temperatures will also likely have adverse or mixed effects on other sources of food production, including fisheries\textsuperscript{73} and livestock\textsuperscript{74}, both globally and

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{67} The Southwest is likely to experience a 30 percent reduction in agricultural productivity without the effects of carbon fertilization or a 25 percent reduction with those effects accounted for. The Southeast is likely to experience a 30 percent reduction in agricultural productivity without the effects of carbon fertilization or an 18% reduction with those effects accounted for. CLINE, supra note 62, at 72, 74–75.
\item \textsuperscript{68} In particular, the Northern Rockies and Plains may experience as much as a 28 percent increase in agricultural productivity without the effects of carbon fertilization or a 47 percent increase with those effects accounted for. However, these “gains are probably overstated . . . by using land area rather than output value to aggregate from the standard grid level up to the region. This would tend to give substantial weight to supposed gains from warming in the cold mountainous areas even though their topography constrains agricultural production.” Id. at 72, 74–75.
\item \textsuperscript{70} California and surrounding states are likely to experience a decrease in agricultural production of between 5–15 percent without the effects of carbon fertilization but a potential increase in agricultural production of between 5–15 percent with the effects of carbon fertilization. CLINE, supra note 62, at 74–75.
\item \textsuperscript{71} See, e.g., California Drought: Crop Sectors, supra note 69.
\item \textsuperscript{72} WALTHAL ET AL., supra note 66, at 75.
\item \textsuperscript{73} The IPCC has concluded with high confidence that “[d]ue to projected climate change by the mid-21st century and beyond, global marine species redistribution and marine biodiversity reduction in sensitive regions will challenge the sustained provision of fisheries productivity and other ecosystem services.” 2014 SYNTHESIS REPORT, supra note 1 at 13. However, other reports have found that there is likely to be a less than 10 percent global change in fisheries production with a mean increase of 3.4 percent. M. Barange et al., Impacts of Climate Change on Marine Ecosystem Production in Societies Dependent on Fisheries, 4 NATURE CLIMATE CHANGE 211, 211 (2014). These impacts are likely to be varied with “increased productivity at high latitudes and decreased productivity at low/mid latitudes with considerable regional variation.” Id. This regional variance will likely mean that some regions with high dependence on fisheries, such as West Africa, will see increases in potential catch and others, such as South and Southeast Asia, will see potentially significant decreases. Id. at 215. The United States, which is described as having a particularly low dependence on fisheries, will likely see a noticeable decrease in potential catch. Id.
\item \textsuperscript{74} Climate change may affect animal agriculture “in four primary ways: (1) feed-grain production, availability and price; (2) pastures and forage crop production and quality; (3) animal health, growth and reproduction; and (4) disease and pest distributions.” WALTHAL ET AL., supra note 66, at 4. Although the
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
in the U.S. At the same time these changes to the yield of crops, livestock, and fisheries are likely to occur, world population is projected to grow significantly. Current projections put the population, currently 7.3 billion, at 9.7 billion by 2050 and 11 billion by 2100. The U.S. population, currently 323 million, is projected to increase to 388 million by 2050 and 450 million by 2100.

Decreased crop yields, potentially at alarming levels, coupled with a larger population make for one of the many significant threats posed by climate change. The United States and other nations must think seriously about adapting agricultural systems to a warmer climate, while considering the obligations and opportunities for collaboration the Paris Agreement provides.

IV. AGRICULTURAL ADAPTATION AND THE UNITED STATES’ INDC

Practically, every nation will have to adapt its agriculture to the realities of climate change and many should mitigate their agricultural greenhouse gas emissions, making INDCs essential mechanisms by which to lay out and share these adaptation and mitigation strategies. Many of the INDCs which have been submitted include specific provisions regarding mitigation, adaptation, or both in regards to agriculture. Adaptation is the primary focus of non-Annex I countries, particularly those in Asia and Africa. Many of these same countries and some Annex 1 countries and political/economic unions, most notably the European Union and Canada, also include mitigation measures for agriculture. Across INDCs which mention agricultural mitigation, the mean estimated reduction in GHG emissions is 15 percent of business as usual by 2030. However, three of the largest agricultural emitters, the U.S., India, and China, have not included any specific agricultural sector mitigation targets in their INDCs. Experts have argued that adaptation and mitigation are often deeply connected in the agricultural effectiveness of a warmer climate on animal agriculture are complicated and there will likely be certain benefits, such as warmer winters, ultimately in the US “negative effects of hotter weather in summer likely will outweigh benefits of warmer winters.”

76. Id. at 22.
77. “Of the 160 Party submissions [analyzed], 103 include agricultural mitigation. And of the 113 Parties that include adaptation in their INDCs, almost all (102) include agriculture among their adaptation priorities.” RICHARDS ET AL., CONSULTATIVE GRP FOR INT’L AGRIC. RESEARCH, HOW COUNTRIES PLAN TO ADDRESS AGRICULTURAL ADAPTATION AND MITIGATION 1 (2015).
78. Annex 1 countries “include the industrialized countries that were members of the OECD (Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development) . . . plus countries with economies in transition,” while Non-Annex 1 countries are “mostly developing countries.” Parties and Observers, U.N. FRAMEWORK CONVENTION ON CLIMATE CHANGE, http://unfccc.int/parties_and_observers/items/2704.php [https://perma.cc/V8ML-EW5K].
79. RICHARDS ET AL., supra note 77, at 2–3.
80. Id. at 3–4.
81. Id. at 4.
83. RICHARDS ET AL., supra note 77, at 3.
context, with efforts in one having significant effects for the other.\textsuperscript{84} This viewpoint is reflected in many INDCs, in which “[f]orty-four Parties, all non-Annex 1, have referred to mitigation and adaptation synergies, mitigation as a co-benefit, or vice versa.”\textsuperscript{85}

In contrast, the U.S. does not include either agricultural mitigation or adaptation in its INDC.\textsuperscript{86} According to FAO, the U.S. is one of the top emitters of agricultural greenhouse gases, with an average yearly emission of roughly 350,000 gigagrams from 1990–2014.\textsuperscript{87} The majority of these emissions are related to animal agriculture\textsuperscript{88} with another substantial percentage attributable to synthetic fertilizer.\textsuperscript{89} According to the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), agricultural emissions account for 9 percent of total U.S. greenhouse gas emissions.\textsuperscript{90} As one of the top emitters of agricultural emissions, U.S. efforts are critical for effective global agricultural mitigation. A global reduction of agricultural emissions of 15 percent is estimated to be an important component of slowing warming to 2 degrees C, but without targets from the largest agricultural emitters like the U.S., it is difficult to know if a global reduction of 15 percent is feasible.\textsuperscript{91}

Given the connection between agricultural mitigation and adaptation, efforts to reduce agricultural emissions in the U.S. will likely yield the co-benefit of adapting U.S. agriculture to a warming climate. By the same token, specific agricultural adaptation measures would likely have important mitigation effects, contributing to global emissions reductions goals. Because the U.S. is not likely to escape the negative effects of climate change on crop yields, fisheries production, and livestock production,\textsuperscript{92} agricultural adaptation in the U.S. is imperative. These negative effects demand that the U.S. consider agricultural adaptation, and its mitigation co-benefits, in its approach to climate change, particularly when considered alongside food insecurity in the country. The nation’s INDC would be an appropriate place to do so.

The lack of agricultural adaptation measures in the nation’s INDC, however, does not mean that the U.S. government has not actively considered and

\textsuperscript{84} Id. at 2 (citing A. Jarvis et al., An Integrated Adaptation and Mitigation Framework for Developing Agricultural Research: Synergies and Trade-offs, 47 EXPERIMENTAL AGRIC. 185 (2011)).

\textsuperscript{85} Id.

\textsuperscript{86} Id. at 4; U.S., U.S. INTENDED NATIONALLY DETERMINED CONTRIBUTION (2015), http://www4.unfccc.int/submissions/INDC/Published%20Documents/United%20States%20of%20America/1/U.S.%2 0Cover%20Note%20INDC%20and%20Accompanying%20Information.pdf [https://perma.cc/QZ48-ECQ2] [hereinafter US INDC].

\textsuperscript{87} Agriculture Total, supra note 82.


\textsuperscript{89} Id.


\textsuperscript{91} RICHARDS ET AL., supra note 77, at 3.

\textsuperscript{92} See supra text accompanying notes 62–75.
addressed the threat climate change poses to agriculture. In November 2013, President Obama issued an Executive Order “to prepare the Nation for the impacts of climate change by undertaking actions to enhance climate preparedness and resilience.”93 Among several provisions relating to the climate preparedness of state, local, and tribal governments, the order directed federal agencies to continue to develop “Agency Adaptation Plans,” which assess and describe the climate change related impacts to the agency’s statutory mission, describe plans and policies for the agency to address those impacts in the long and short term, and explain how the agency plans to enhance its adaptive capacity through internal and interagency efforts.94 The USDA’s Climate Adaptation Plan incorporates the agency’s broad spectrum of activities, with provisions ranging from forestry management in the face of climate change to agricultural adaptation measures.95 Of the plan’s five broad goals, two focus directly on food security, both nationally and internationally.96 The USDA has also conducted significant research into the likely effects of climate change on U.S. agriculture and the adaptation measures which will be required in the coming decades.97 The future of these federal actions is unclear with the new administration, however, due to the President Trump’s inconsistent position on climate change98 and previous statements from his nominee for Secretary of Agriculture questioning certain aspects of climate science.99

Including agricultural adaptation in the U.S. INDC may also be of relatively limited value because the agricultural system in the U.S. likely has a higher level of adaptive capacity100 than the agricultural systems of the non-Annex I nations which included agricultural adaptation in their INDCs. Agriculture in the U.S. is a $400 billion industry101 and there are over 900 million acres of farmland in the nation, with roughly a third on farms measuring 1,000–4,999 acres and

96. “Strategic Goal 3: Help America Promote Agricultural Production and Biotechnology Exports as America Works to Increase Food Security” and “Strategic Goal 4: Ensure that All of America’s Children Have Access to Safe, Nutritious, and Balanced Meals.” Id. at 2–4.
97. See WALTHAL ET AL., supra note 66.
100. Adaptive capacity is defined by the IPCC as: “The ability of a system to adjust to climate change (including climate variability and extremes) to moderate potential damages, to take advantage of opportunities, or to cope with the consequences.” Glossary A-D, supra note 26.
another third on farms 5,000 acres or more in size. 102 In contrast, the average farm size almost everywhere else in the world is significantly smaller and small-scale farmers produce the majority of the world’s food. 103 It is reasonable to expect that larger U.S. farms, with access to more acreage and capital, will have the ability to independently adapt to changing climate conditions. 104 However, there are large numbers of smaller farms in the U.S. without this access to land and capital and, historically, the adaptive capacity of U.S. agriculture “has been driven in large part by public sector investment in agricultural research, development and extension activities.” 105 Despite the potential adaptive capacity of private agricultural actors in the U.S., continued governmental efforts to increase the adaptive capacity of the nation’s agriculture are required in the face of the unprecedented changes 106 that come with a warming climate.

It is apparent that the U.S. has not failed to consider the effects of climate change on agriculture and the need for agricultural mitigation and adaptation, but the nation’s INDC does not reflect these efforts. The U.S. opted to communicate its adaptation plans in a separate document, rather than include them in its INDC. 107 This adaptation plan mentions agriculture twice, once in a list of domestic areas of concern and a second time in the context of international development. 108 It is important to recognize that the U.S. has considered agricultural adaptation and communicated that to the parties of the Paris Agreement. However, by separating the discussion of the nation’s mitigation and adaptation efforts, the U.S. misses the opportunity to consider the synergy between the two in the context of agriculture. As one of the top agricultural emitters, it is especially important for the U.S. to approach agricultural mitigation and adaptation together and consider the co-benefits of both.

By discussing the synergies between agricultural adaptation and mitigation in the nation’s INDC, the U.S. would promote the cooperative approach of the Paris Agreement. The Paris Agreement contains pervasive language about the importance of cooperation and transparency in the global effort to mitigate and adapt to the effects of climate change, beginning with the preamble which acknowledges that “climate change is a common concern of humankind.” 109 Specifically, INDCs are intended to provide “clarity, transparency, and

102. See id. at 17.
103. KARLA D. MAASS WOLFENSON, FOOD & AGRIC. ORG. OF THE U.N., COPING WITH THE FOOD AND AGRICULTURE CHALLENGE: SMALLHOLDER’S AGENDA 1 n.3 (2013); see id. at 16 fig. 4.
104. For a discussion of the financial support required to allow small-holder farmers to adapt their practices to climate change, see FOOD & AGRIC. ORG. OF THE U.N., supra note 6, at 17–23.
105. WALTHAL ET AL., supra note 66, at 123.
108. Id. at 4, 5.
109. Paris Agreement, supra note 4, at pmbl.
understanding” of each nation’s plan. 110 In regard to adaptation, parties to the agreement “acknowledge that adaptation action should follow a country-driven, gender-responsive, participatory and fully transparent approach,” as well as “recognize the importance of support for and international cooperation on adaptation efforts.”111

Rather than fully communicate sector-specific mitigation targets, the U.S. INDC sets a goal for an economy-wide reduction of greenhouse gas emissions of 26–28 percent below 2005 levels by 2025.112 Alternatively, including specific efforts to mitigate agricultural emissions with a more detailed agricultural adaptation plan in the nation’s INDC would promote the transparency and cooperation considerations of the Paris Agreement. Although every country will face some unique effects to agriculture due to climate change,113 many of the effects to crops and livestock are similar around the world. Communication between nations, through INDCs, about different adaptation approaches will allow the global approach to agricultural adaption to be more effective. Communication from one of the top agricultural emitters about ways to combine agricultural mitigation and adaptation would additionally better allow the global community to reach the target of a 15 percent reduction in agricultural emissions without threatening food production and the food insecure.

By including information about the nation’s agricultural adaptation and mitigation plans in the nation’s updated INDC, the U.S. could take step towards protecting the food insecure globally, thus serving the Paris Agreement’s fundamental priority of “safeguarding food security and ending hunger.” In addition to ongoing efforts, the U.S. should consider and include the effects of food waste on food insecurity and steps which can be taken to reduce that waste. As climate change reduces the efficiency of food production, it becomes important to ensure that a greater proportion of the food grown actually reaches the plates of those who need it.

V. REDUCING FOOD WASTE IN THE UNITED STATES

In light of the likelihood of the negative effects of climate change on food production and the significant contribution of agriculture to greenhouse gas emissions, the large amount of food waste in the United States must be addressed. Whether or not they are included in the nation’s INDC, the U.S. should take proactive steps to reduce food waste, including waste that occurs on American farms due to the culling of cosmetically unappealing but edible produce.

110. Id. at art. 4(8).
111. Id. at art. 7(5) – (6).
112. US INDC, supra note 86, at 3. The primary elements of the US INDC are a land sector accounting approach, the use of a market-based approach, and the use of domestic laws, particularly the Clean Air Act. Id. at 4–5.
113. See, e.g., CLINE, supra note 62.
A. The State of Food Waste in the United States

An estimated 40 percent of all food grown in the United States is wasted, amounting to a total of at least 62 million tons of wasted food every year.\(^{114}\) Most waste occurs at the domestic and retail levels,\(^{115}\) however, a substantial percentage is wasted on farms as well.\(^{116}\) The problem of food waste has increased by roughly 50 percent over the last several decades, from 900 calories per person per day in 1974 to roughly 1,400 calories per person per day in 2003.\(^{117}\) The estimated cost of this waste varies from $165 billion per year\(^{118}\) to $218 billion per year.\(^{119}\)

The U.S. government has been addressing food waste directly for at least 20 years and has recently increased these efforts. One area of federal government’s focus has been on reducing liability for those who donate unsold food, in an effort to increase food donations.\(^{120}\) In September 2015, the EPA and USDA “announced the United States’ first-ever national food waste reduction goal, calling for a 50-percent reduction by 2030.”\(^{121}\) The goal builds on the EPA’s “Food Waste Challenge” launched in 2013, which had over 4,000 participating organizations by the end of 2014.\(^{122}\) As part of the program, the USDA has instituted a wide variety of initiatives, from consumer education to the streamlining of donation procedures.\(^{123}\) However, the program has been criticized for not being a robust enough approach to the primary sources of food waste.\(^{124}\)

Reducing food waste has also gained the attention of public policy groups and academics. Recent criticism has focused on the current regulation of date labeling for food products, confusion over which a UK study found to account for
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114. Dana Gunders, Nat. Res. Def. Council, IP:12-06-B, Wasted: How America Is Losing Up to 40 Percent of its Food from Farm to Fork to Landfill 4 (2012); Refed, A Roadmap to Reduce U.S. Food Waste by 20 Percent 10, 16 (2016). Of the total amount wasted, about 9 million are grain products, 9 million are fruits, 12 million are vegetables, 12 million are dairy products, 7 million are meat, poultry and fish, 8 million are added sugar and sweeteners, and the remaining 6 million are eggs, nuts, and added fats and oils. See Jean C. Buzby et al., U.S. Dep’t of Agric., EIB-121, The Estimated Amount, Value, and Calories of Postharvest Food Losses at the Retail and Consumer Levels in the United States 12 tbl. 1 (2014).

115. Domestic waste accounts for 43 percent (27 million tons) and retail waste, mostly grocery stores and restaurants, accounts for 40 percent (25 million tons). Refed, supra note 114, at 13.

116. 16 percent or 10 million tons. Id.


118. Gunders, supra note 114, at 4.


122. Id.


20 percent of consumer food waste. These critiques call for a standardization of date labels on food products, creating a clear, understandable date labeling system that properly distinguishes between quality-based and safety-based dates. A 2016 report by ReFED, a collaborative effort between industry, government and nonprofits, outlined a roadmap to achieve a 20 percent reduction in food waste in the United States through 27 solutions in the broad areas of prevention, recovery, and recycling. Many of the proposed solutions with the largest potential impacts directly involve retail produce sales and consumer behavior, such as standardized date labeling, consumer education campaigns, changes to food packaging, and a variety of efforts to standardize and increase food donation.

However, in the context of the effect of climate change on food production and the benefits of agricultural adaptation in the United States, it is important to ask what steps can be taken to reduce waste at the farm level, where 10 million tons of food per year is wasted. Reducing food waste on farms, as a preventative measure, is particularly beneficial because food waste prevention “has twice the lifecycle greenhouse gas benefit per ton compared to food recycling” due to reductions in the amount of fertilizer and fuel used to grow the food initially.

In this way, prevention of food waste on the farm is an example of the dual benefits of adaptation and mitigation recognized by academics, within the INDCs of many nations, and by the IPCC itself. Food waste happens on farms for a variety of reasons, both before and after harvest. About 7 percent of planted fields go unharvested in the U.S. every year. Farmers often grow more crops than there is demand for in order to protect against potential losses from weather or pests, creating “walk-by” fields that are left entirely unharvested. Food safety scares and temporary labor shortages can also lead to unharvested fields.

After harvest, the primary cause of food waste is culling, “the removal of products based on quality or appearance criteria, including specifications for size,
color, weight, blemish level, and Brix (a measure of sugar content)." The amount of culled produce is likely significant, although exact statistics are difficult to obtain (potentially because culled food never enters the market where data can be and is collected). The ReFED report estimates that positive steps taken to reduce food waste due to cosmetic culling could reduce waste by 266,000 tons of food per year, but does not quantify the total amount of waste due to culling. In a report concerning the waste of food on farms, the Natural Resources Defense Council recounted these anecdotes from farmers and packinghouse workers:

One large cucumber farmer estimated that fewer than half the vegetables he grows actually leaves his farm and that 75 percent of the cucumbers culled before sale are edible. A large tomato-packing house reported that in mid-season it can fill a dump truck with 22,000 pounds of discarded tomatoes every 40 minutes. And a packer of citrus, stone fruit, and grapes estimated that 20 to 50 percent of the produce he handles is unmarketable but perfectly edible.

Culling also occurs at the packinghouse and retail levels. As an example, in Florida, where approximately 30 percent of the nation’s tomatoes are grown, estimates suggest that at the packinghouse level, 20–40 percent of the tomatoes do not meet grade standards and are not packed.

B. Reducing Waste Due to “Ugly Produce”

Public interest and research groups have called for a reduction in the amount of food waste based on the culling of cosmetically imperfect produce, in other words “ugly produce.” The ReFED report considered the potential impacts of reducing “ugly produce” waste and found that initial steps could divert 266,000 tons of food from being wasted every year, a value of $277 million. Recognizing retailers’ branding concerns and farmers’ concerns that sales of ugly produce will cut into the sales of their more aesthetically appealing produce, the report primarily suggests market-driven solutions such as improved marketing, branding, and processing of ugly produce. In a toolkit on reducing global food waste, the FAO takes a more regulatory approach towards reducing the waste of imperfect produce. Focusing on compulsory regulations which grade produce and result in the discarding of edible food, the report argues that produce regulations should be based on “safety rather than quality” and that consumers should both be educated

135. Id. at 8.
136. ReFED, supra note 114, at 34.
137. Gunderson, supra note 114, at 8.
139. ReFED, supra note 114, at 34.
140. Id.
that ugly does not indicate poor quality and be given the choice to purchase less cosmetically appealing produce.\textsuperscript{142}

In the context of climate change, reducing the amount of food wasted simply because of cosmetic defects may become more important as some of the primary causes of ugly produce increase. With a warming climate, insect pests may become a larger problem as their ranges expand, generation times decrease, and general abundance increases.\textsuperscript{143} A warmer climate will likely change the effect of disease on crops in both detrimental and beneficial ways, although generalizations are difficult to make and the effects are likely to vary regionally.\textsuperscript{144} Different regional extreme weather events, including extended droughts, heat waves, and extreme precipitation, are also likely to increase due to climate change.\textsuperscript{145} Increased insect prevalence, disease incidence, and occurrence of extreme weather events will directly affect total crop yields\textsuperscript{146} but may also affect the cosmetics of that food which is harvested. Cosmetic damage caused by insects and disease is included in the USDA Grade Standards for many fruits and vegetables.\textsuperscript{147} Particularly high or low temperatures and extreme precipitation can cause a variety of cosmetic growth defects in fruits and vegetables.\textsuperscript{148} If climate change does lead to an increase in insect pests, crop disease, and extreme weather events, the incidence of these cosmetic defects will possibly increase, making the issue of culling ugly produce even more important.

Although there are certainly many considerations which lead farmers to cull ugly but edible produce, the presence and implementation of USDA Grade Standards for fresh fruits and vegetables adds a regulatory consideration. The USDA was granted the authority to grade produce through the Agricultural

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{142} Id.
\textsuperscript{143} WALTHAL ET AL., supra note 66, at 44--49.
\textsuperscript{144} Id. at 49--51.
\textsuperscript{145} Id. at 5--6, 111.
\textsuperscript{146} See, e.g., id. at 5, 44--51, 111.
\textsuperscript{147} See, e.g., AGRIC. MKTG. SERV., U.S. DEP’T OF AGRIC., UNITED STATES STANDARDS FOR GRADES OF FRESH TOMATOES 9 (1991) [hereinafter TOMATO STANDARDS], https://www.ams.usda.gov/sites/default/files/media/Tomato_Standard%5B1%5D.pdf [https://perma.cc/K69P-BJ4R] (Insect injury which “detracts from the appearance” of tomatoes is a factor considered in whether tomatoes are considered “damaged.”); AGRIC. MKTG. SERV., U.S. DEP’T OF AGRIC., UNITED STATES STANDARDS FOR GRADES OF APPLES 8–11 (2002) [hereinafter APPLE STANDARDS], https://www.ams.usda.gov/sites/default/files/media/Apple_Grade_Standard%5B1%5D.pdf [https://perma.cc/6GLE-TBK9] (healed insect sting marks affecting the cosmetics of an apple may be considered when determining injury, damage, or serious damage).
\textsuperscript{148} As an example, high temperatures and abundant rain may cause growth cracks in tomatoes and cold temperatures can lead to catfacing in tomatoes. Michelle Grabowski, Disorders of Tomatoes, U. MINN. EXTENSION, http://www.extension.umn.edu/garden/yard-garden/vegetables/disorders-of-tomato/ [https://perma.cc/25PS-NFAQ]. Both of these growth defects are included as criteria in the USDA Grade Standards for tomatoes. TOMATO STANDARDS, supra note 147, at 7--9.
\end{flushright}
Marketing Act of 1946,149 which was enacted to promote the “welfare, prosperity and health of the Nation” through a “sound, efficient, and privately organized system for distributing and marketing agricultural products.”150 In addition to research and improvements in the distribution systems for agricultural products, the act specifically provides for the use of market aids, services, and regulation to improve “marketing methods and facilities.”151 In addition to reducing costs, improving dietary and nutritional standards, and widening the market for American agricultural products, these improvements were intended to make “possible for the full production of American farms to be disposed of usefully, economically, profitably, and in an orderly manner.”152

The USDA is authorized under the act to “determine the best methods of processing, preparation for market, packaging, handling, transporting, storing, distributing, and marketing agricultural products” as well as to “develop and improve standards of quality, condition, quantity, grade, and packaging, and recommend and demonstrate such standards in order to encourage uniformity and consistency in commercial practices.”153 In addition to the grading of livestock,154 meat,155 and eggs,156 the USDA’s authority under the act has been used to create uniform grades for fresh fruits and vegetables.157 In 1995, many of the grade standards for fresh fruit and vegetables were removed from the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) but the “standards and all subsequent revisions or new standards [are] made available in a separate publication.”158 While the grading standards for some produce, such as apples, celery, and pecans, are still located in the CFR,159 most grading standards can be found on the Agricultural Marketing Service (AMS) website.160

Use of the USDA Grade Standards is entirely voluntary, but the standards are intended to provide the market “with a uniform language for describing the quality and condition of commodities in the marketplace.”161 In addition to these voluntary standards, certain fruits and vegetables from specific states or regions162 are subject to industry-initiated, market-stabilizing marketing orders and

151. Id.
152. Id.
153. 7 U.S.C. § 1622(a), (c) (2012).
154. 7 C.F.R. § 53.1 et seq. (2016).
155. 7 C.F.R. § 54.1 et seq. (2016).
156. 7 C.F.R. § 56.1 et seq. (2016).
157. 7 C.F.R. § 51.1 et seq. (2016).
160. Vegetables, supra note 147; Fruits, supra note 147.
161. Id.
agreements which are binding for handlers who sign the agreement. These agreements tend to incorporate the USDA Grade Standards into their language. Any party interested in having their produce graded may apply to the USDA for inspection and certification. Inspection and certification of fresh fruits and vegetables is based on USDA Grade Standards, state standards, agency specifications, or the buyer-seller contract. If the produce meets the applicable standards, a certificate is “issued for each lot inspected” and, if a contract governs the standards of inspection, “a formal certificate need not be issued, but the fact of such compliance or noncompliance may be indicated.” Although adopting the standards is voluntary, knowing unauthorized use of “any official certificate, memorandum mark, or other identification . . . with respect to inspection, class, grade, quality, size, quantity or condition” subjects the offending party to criminal penalties.

The USDA Grade Standards usually break each fruit or vegetable down into two or more grades, with the top grade typically being something like “U.S. No. 1,” “U.S. Fancy,” or “U.S. Extra Fancy.” These grades are typically differentiated by both cosmetic and non-cosmetic criteria. For example, U.S. No. 1 bunched carrots must be “fairly well colored,” “fairly smooth,” and “well formed”; U.S. No. 1 tomatoes must be “well developed,” “fairly well formed,” and “fairly smooth”; U.S. Extra Fancy apples must be “fairly well formed”, and U.S. Extra No. 1 celery must be “well developed,” “well formed,” and


164. See, e.g., 7 C.F.R. § 966.232 (2016) (incorporating USDA Grade Standards into the requirements of the Florida Tomatoes marketing order); 7 C.F.R. § 906.365 (2016) (incorporating USDA Grade Standards into the requirements of the Texas Citrus marketing order).

165. 7 C.F.R. § 51.5 (2016).

166. 7 C.F.R. § 51.13 (2016).


169. See, e.g., APPLE STANDARDS, supra note 147, at 1; TOMATO STANDARDS, supra note 147, at 1. For other examples see Fruits, supra note 147; Vegetables, supra note 147.

170. “Fairly well colored means that the carrot has an orange, orange red, or orange scarlet color, but not a pale orange or distinct yellow color,” “Fairly smooth means that the carrot is not rough, ridged, or covered with secondary rootlets to the extent that the appearance is materially affected,” “Well formed means that the carrot is not forked, or misshapen to the extent that the appearance is more than slightly affected.” AGRIC. MKTG. SERV., U.S. DEP’T OF AGRIC., UNITED STATES STANDARDS FOR GRADES OF BUNCHED CARROTS 1, 3–4 (1954) [hereinafter CARROT STANDARDS], https://www.ams.usda.gov/sites/default/files/media/Carrot%2C_Bunched_Standard%5B1%5D.pdf [https://perma.cc/8AQ7-G6AP].

171. “Well developed means that the tomato shows normal growth . . . [i]tomatoes which are ridged and peaked at the stem end, contain dry tissue, and usually contain open spaces below the level of the stem scar, are not considered well developed,” “fairly well formed means that the tomato is not more than moderately kidney shaped, lop-sided, elongated, angular, or otherwise moderately deformed,” “fairly smooth means that the tomato is not conspicuously ridged or rough.” TOMATO STANDARDS, supra note 147, at 1–2, 7.

172. “Fairly well formed means that the apple may be slightly abnormal in shape but not to an extent which detracts materially from its appearance.” APPLE STANDARDS, supra note 147, at 2, 7–8.
“compact.” Most of the premium or highest grades and standards also require that the fruit or vegetable be free from various types of cosmetic damage, often from insects, disease, growth defects such as cracking, mechanical damage, or weather events such as hail. However, grade standards also include non-cosmetic criteria such as lack of decay, lack of soft rot, and freshness. Although cosmetic standards are used throughout the USDA Grade Standards, it is difficult to know how these standards affect culling without knowing how much produce is actually graded or sold according to the standards.

The total amount of fruit, vegetables, and nuts grown in the U.S. annually is difficult to know with certainty, but several figures estimate the most commonly grown produce. USDA estimates for 2010 place total production of the top annual fruit and vegetables crops covered by the National Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS) at just over 89 billion pounds (approximately 44 million tons). Adding the NASS estimates for an additional 12 vegetables raises the total to approximately 47 million tons. Estimates for selected fruits place total production at approximately 28 million tons in 2014. Finally, estimates for tree nuts put total utilized production at approximately 2.8 billion pounds (1.4 million tons) in 2014. These estimates place fruit, vegetable and nut production at

173. “Well developed means that the branches are of good width and thickness in relation to the length of midribs and type of celery and that the heart branches are of reasonable number, length and stockiness,” “well formed means that the branches are fairly straight and not more than slightly curved or twisted,” “compact means that the branches on the stalk are fairly close together throughout most of their length.” AGRIC. MKTG. SERV., U.S. DEP’T OF AGRIC., UNITED STATES STANDARDS FOR GRADES OF CELERY 2, 4 (1959) [hereinafter CELERY STANDARDS], https://www.ams.usda.gov/sites/default/files/media/Celery_Standard%5B1%5D.pdf [https://perma.cc/3BLD-HQ5U].

174. See, e.g., APPLE STANDARDS, supra note 147, at 8–10; CARROT STANDARDS, supra note 170, at 4; CELERY STANDARDS, supra note 173, at 5; TOMATO STANDARDS, supra note 147, at 8–9.

175. See, e.g., APPLE STANDARDS, supra note 147, at 2–3; CARROT STANDARDS, supra note 170, at 1; CELERY STANDARDS, supra note 173, at 2–3; TOMATO STANDARDS, supra note 147, at 1–2.

176. Artichokes, Asparagus, Beans (dry edible), Beans (snap), Broccoli, Cabbage, Cantaloupes, Carrots, Cauliflower, Celer, Sweet Corn, Cucumbers, Garlic, Honeydews, Lettuce, Onions, Bell Peppers, Chile Peppers, Potatoes, Pumpkins, Spinach, Squash, Tomatoes, Strawberries, and Sweet Potatoes. WALTHAL ET AL., supra note 66, at 75.

177. See id. at 75. Estimates for 2015 are similar, at approximately 43 billion pounds (21.5 million tons) for the most common vegetables not including potatoes, which accounted for approximately half of the 2010 estimates. See NAT’L AGRIC. STATISTICS SERV., U.S. DEP’T OF AGRIC., VEGETABLES: 2015 SUMMARY 9 (2016).
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roughly 76 million tons per year. According to AMS estimates, “[a]pproximately 46 billion pounds [23 million tons] of fresh fruits and vegetables were inspected by Federal and licensed state inspectors” in 2015.\textsuperscript{184} This means that approximately 30 percent of all fruits, vegetables and nuts are inspected according to USDA Grade Standards.

By inspecting nearly a third of all fresh produce, the state and federal inspectors have a more than negligible direct impact on the fresh produce market in the U.S. Although federal and state inspectors do not inspect the majority of fresh fruits and vegetables sold in the U.S., the USDA Grade Standards still shape many of those sales. Even when inspectors are not involved, buyers and sellers may incorporate USDA Grade Standards directly into their sales and shipping contracts.\textsuperscript{185} Buyers and sellers often use USDA Grade Standards as a shorthand for quality and inspect the produce themselves according to the standards.\textsuperscript{186} A buyer may then request a federal inspection if the product arrives and the buyer believes it does not meet the criteria of the agreed upon standard.\textsuperscript{187} Due to the cosmetic criteria in the USDA Grade Standards, a seller shipping an order under a high grade, such as U.S. No. 1, is incentivized to not include cosmetically unappealing but edible produce in the shipment. This use of USDA Grade Standards, including all of the cosmetic criteria, in private contracts has a significant impact on fresh fruit and vegetable sales. Through this incorporation into private contracts and direct inspection by federal inspectors, the USDA Grade Standards have a substantial role in shaping what food makes it to the grocery store shelf and what food does not.

In an agricultural system which culls a significant amount of cosmetically unappealing but edible produce and is facing potentially substantial decreases in total yield due to a changing climate, a government program which incentivizes the waste of edible food should be changed. In addition to its ongoing agricultural adaptation measures, the USDA should consider revising its grade standards for fruits and vegetables to reduce the amount of culled ugly produce. By keeping the safety criteria, such as lack of decay or soft rot, but eliminating the cosmetic criteria, the USDA can take at least a limited step towards adapting U.S. agriculture to a changing climate and fulfilling the obligations of the Paris Agreement.

\textsuperscript{184} Email from Robert Bridger, Assistant Chief of Staff, Specialty Crop Inspection Division of the Agric. Mktg. Serv., U.S. Dep’t of Agric., to author (Mar. 29, 2016, 2:43 pm MST) (on file with author).

\textsuperscript{185} As an example, Blue Book Services, a provider on marketing information for the fresh fruit and vegetable industry, has guides for the sale of produce which include information about the U.S. Grade Standards, quality versus condition criteria, good delivery standards, and how these terms might appear on shipping orders. \textit{Commodity References}, BLUE BOOK SERV., https://www.producebluebook.com/wp-content/uploads/PDFs/Introduction%20&%20Good%20Delivery%20Guidelines.pdf [https://perma.cc/VNP3-JF2]. Blue Book Services also provides specific, detailed information about a variety of major crops, including information regarding U.S. grade standards. \textit{Know Your Commodity}, BLUE BOOK SERV., https://www.producebluebook.com/news/know-your-commodity/ [https://perma.cc/45EB-6K2C].


\textsuperscript{187} Id.
Additionally, removing cosmetic criteria from the USDA Grade Standards would better serve one of the primary purposes of the Agricultural Marketing Act of 1946, to make “possible for the full production of American farms to be disposed of usefully, economically, profitably, and in an orderly manner.”188

The USDA, however, is not the only actor shaping what food is eaten and what food is not and revising the USDA Grade Standards does not guarantee that business or consumer behaviors will change. Businesses will continue to consider the effect of ugly produce on their bottom line and consumers may not accept ugly produce, meaning that removing cosmetic criteria from these standards might not have a significant, or any, effect on the culling of ugly produce. First, revising the grade standards may have limited or no effect on the buying patterns of retail businesses, such as grocery stores and restaurants. Although the grade standards provide a short-hand in the produce market and they are incorporated into sales and shipping contracts,189 many large retailers have their own specifications for fresh fruits and vegetables.190 Even if the USDA Grade Standards were revised to eliminate cosmetic criteria, retailers may continue to use cosmetic standards, given the concern that ugly produce would negatively affect their brands and hurt sales of cosmetically appealing, more expensive produce.191

Second, even if retailers began stocking ugly produce, whether the average U.S. consumer would buy that ugly produce is uncertain. Grocery stores stocking ugly produce that simply goes unsold would cause more problems than the current system. The processing, transport, packing, and retail of food contributes as much or more greenhouse gas emissions than the initial agricultural production itself.192 If ugly produce was processed, transported, packed, and then stocked on grocery store shelves only to be thrown out because consumers would not buy it, this would contribute significant greenhouse gas emissions for no benefit.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that food waste at the retail and domestic levels has different consequences than food waste at the farm level. Food wasted by domestic and retail users comprises the single largest component in landfills,193 which are the third largest source of methane emissions in the U.S.194 In contrast, when food is wasted on farms “nearly all is composted on-site or left to be tilled
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189. See Commodity References, supra note 185.
191. ReFED, supra note 114, at 34.
192. Processing, transport, packing and retail account for 15–20 percent of total greenhouse gas emissions compared to the 11–15 percent of agricultural production. Wake up Before it is Too Late, supra note 49, at 20.
into the soil where it enhances soil health similarly to compost. Ultimately, if encouraging the sale of ugly produce would simply shift the waste from farms to businesses and homes, ugly produce remaining on the farm and being tilled back into the soil is the preferable situation.

There may come a day when businesses and consumers do not reject ugly produce, but encouraging the use of ugly produce will require private efforts. There are already private efforts underway to promote the use of ugly produce, from consumer education campaigns on social media to national media attention, expanding the conversation about the waste of ugly fruit and vegetables. Additionally, some businesses are beginning to focus on buying, selling, or utilizing more ugly produce. Walmart has recently begun a pilot program to sell ugly produce, including weather damaged apples and potatoes. As another example, Bon Appetit, a company that provides food services on campuses and other institutions, has launched an “Imperfectly Delicious Produce” program which works directly with farmers to utilize ugly produce and reduce waste. Restaurants and food service companies as well as processed food manufacturers appear to be ideal places to promote the use of ugly produce. Misshapen tomatoes can be used to make sauce or soup just as well as perfectly round ones and convincing concerned shoppers at the grocery store to buy and eat ugly produce may present more of a challenge than convincing business owners to use ugly produce in prepared and processed foods. Further inquiry is clearly warranted into the opportunities and challenges—legal, practical and economic—of encouraging the use of ugly produce in prepared and processed food.

The culling of ugly produce is a serious problem that, unaddressed, is likely to only get worse with the effects of climate change. As rising temperatures both reduce crop yields and potentially damage more fruits and vegetables in ways that would get them culled today, the issue of cosmetically unappealing but perfectly edible produce will continue to demand attention. A major step the USDA should take in response to this problem is the removal of cosmetic criteria from the USDA Grade Standards. Although fully reducing the waste of ugly produce will depend on the changing habits of businesses and consumers, modifying the influential federal standards may promote the use of ugly produce just as it promotes its waste now.

195. ReFED, supra note 114, at 12.
196. See, e.g., @UglyFruitAndVeg, TWITTER (Sep. 19, 2015, 4:15 PM), https://twitter.com/UglyFruitAndVeg/status/64537580649359360 [https://perma.cc/S2FP-6V25].
197. See, e.g., Maria Godoy, Ugly Fruit is Ripe for a Close-Up, as ‘Shark Tank’ Takes on Food Waste, NAT’L PUB. RADIO (Jan. 8, 2016), http://www.npr.org/sections/thesalt/2016/01/08/462429929/ugly-fruit-is-ripe-for-a-close-up-as-shark-tank-takes-on-food-waste.
CONCLUSION

The issues of the effects of climate change on food production and the waste of food in the United States are significantly broader than the culling of ugly produce. However, the culling of ugly produce is a significant problem which may well become worse as the effects of a warming climate increase and intensify. Addressing the ways in which the federal government incentivizes the waste of ugly, but edible, produce is an example of one of the many steps that can, and should, be taken to adapt U.S. agriculture to a changing climate. Recognizing that climate change is a “common concern of all humankind,” the U.S. should include concrete steps such as this, even if not this measure itself, in its submissions under the Paris Agreement in order to promote transparency and cooperation in global efforts. However, regardless of the Paris Agreement, the practical reality is that climate change will affect food systems and the U.S. must take proactive measures to prevent those effects which can be prevented and adapt to those which cannot.